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Universal kids movies

Country Living editors choose each product featured. If you buy from a link, we can earn a commission. More about us. Puppies and kittens and penguins, oh my! Feb 11, 2020 IMDB Pets are too clean for this world. Seriously, is there any better feeling than coming home to your beloved cat, dog or other furry friend and
cuddling up with them on the couch? Then you'll definitely get why these best animal movies are our favorite go-tos for entertainment on a night in. It's not that we don't enjoy watching children's movies in the theater, but sometimes it's just better to stay in your PJs. Plus, we can't get enough of the heartwarming stories
of a puppy who always has their owner's back, or a naughty kitten trying to make his or her way in the world. Not all the films listed here are about domestic creatures, though. Some will take you into the lion's den, the heart of the jungle or the center of the Arctic. While there are some recent releases on this list, many
are classic children's movies you might remember watching with your own parents or siblings back in the day. (Some can also be found on Disney Plus too!) And if you haven't seen the newer ones, we basically guarantee that you'll like them just as much as those from your childhood. On top of it all out, soundtracks are
catchy too. So next time you're looking for a flick the whole family-pet included!-can agree on, pull up this roundup of paws-itively adorable movie about animals. 1 of 30 Lion King Perhaps the most classic animal movie ever, you can't go wrong with this tearjerker about a young kid who just can't wait to become king. 2 of
30 Homeward Bound: The Incredible Journey Sassy, Chance and Reliable Puppy Shadow will steal your heart as they embark on an incredible adventure back to their family. 3 of 30 The Secret Life of Pets Ever wonder what your furry friends do while you're away? This comic comedy gives you the answer. 4 of 30 The
Adventures Of Milo And Otis Best Friends Milo and Otis always have each other's backs, even when faced with scary circumstances like waterfalls, bears and more. 5 by 30 Sing If the story doesn't get you, then the soundtrack certainly will. Little ones love to move and groove to performances by Reese Witherspoon,
Taron Egerton, and the rest of the cast. 6 of 30 Marley &amp; Me Frankly, we still tear up when we think of this tale of a family's unbreakable bond with their mischievous Labrador.   7 of 30 Zootopia A crafty fox and an ambitious bunny team up to solve crimes in the big city. 8 of 30 101 Dalmatians Pongo and Perdy will
not let the evil Cruella They Will get away with stealing their puppies! 9 by 30 Charlotte's Web The adaptation of the beloved novel follows a clever spider who hopes to save her pig friend's life. 10 of 30 The Aristocats Everyone Wants to Be a Cat After Seeing This Jazzy Original. 11 by 30 Jurassic Park Okay, this may be
for the older kids, but it still classifies as one of the best animal movies ever. 12 by 30 Old Yeller End may not be exactly cheerful, but Old Yeller is still a classic. 13 of 30 Madagascar New York City zoo animals are being sent out to a remote island where they have to learn to survive in the wild. 14 of 30 The Fox And The
Hound Two enemies become unlikely friends in this beloved 80s Disney movie. 15 of 30 Dr. Dolittle There have been several iterations of this story about a doctor who can talk to animals, but we are partial to the Eddie Murphy version. 16 by 30 Air Bud A boy dealing with the death of his father gets the surprise of life
when his new dog becomes the star of the basketball team. 17 of 30 The Jungle Book You will sing all night to the lovely tunes of Baloo, Mowgli, and the rest of the jungle. 18 of 30 Lassie Come Home Lassie embarks on an incredible journey in search of her real family in this 1940s film that has inspired multiple sequels
and remakes. 19 of 30 Babe After narrowly escaping becoming dinner, Babe befriends her fellow farm animals and redefines what it means to be a pig. 20 of 30 Bambi Sure, it starts out on a rather sad note. But Bambi and his forest friends (Thumper!) make the rest of the film lovely. 21 by 30 Free Willy A boy strikes up a
strong kinship with a whale, and saves his life in the process. 22 of 30 Hachi: A Dog's Tale Richard Gere stars in this heartbreaking true story about the unbreakable bond between a man and his dog. 23 of 30 Find Nemo Just Keep Swimming! That's what the whole family will be buzzing after a few hours with Marlin,
Dory, and little Nemo. 24 of 30 Balto Half a dog/half wolf finds his place in the world as he becomes the hero of an Alaskan city. 25 of 30 Flipper A boy befriends a dolphin and helps save the animal's life. 26 of 30 Happy Feet Adorable penguin Mumble will absolutely steal your heart as he learns to dance to the beat of his
own drum. 27 by 30 Beverly Hills Chihuahua Drew Barrymore voices Chloe, a spoiled puppy who has to figure out how to survive when she gets lost in Mexico. 28 by 30 Oliver &amp; Company Stray cat Oliver must choose between street life with his friends and domestic bliss with his human BFF, Jenny. 29 by 30 Kung
Fu Panda Jack Black stars in this hilarious cartoon about a clumsy panda who is his home's only hope of protection from a villainous snow leopard. 30 of 30 Beethoven There are enough Beethoven films to keep the family entertained all day, but if you can only choose one, we suggest the original. Inspiring Christian
movies to watch on Netflix Advertising – Continue reading below This content is created and maintained by a third party, and is imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. Be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Entertainment Country Life Hispanolistic Pop
some popcorn and pick up the family. It's movie night! You may have found your way through the best animated movies on Netflix and the best classic children's movies. And on this night, you can't be in the mood for funny family movies. Sometimes you'll just turn off the lights and see a thing-that-go-bump-in-the-night
scary movie-one that wants you to check under the bed before you go to bed (if you dare!). A note: Be sure to check the movie ratings before you press play. You know your kids best and you don't want to sit up with them as a result of nightmares thanks to a movie selection that is too scary. Remember that movie ratings
have changed over the years. PG rating today is not the same as the PG rating of the 1980s (PG-13 wasn't introduced until the mid-1980s), so you may be surprised to find some older PG movies have more bad language and suggestive themes than you're familiar with. Check sites like Common Sense Media to see
age-specific reviews or, to be sure, watch the movie first without kids to judge the appropriateness. Now, on our list of scary horror movies appropriate for (most) kids. 1 of 22 Arachnophobia (1990) If the slogan Eight legs, two fangs, and an attitude do not get you excited to see, nothing will. This scary movie starring Jeff



Daniels is full of creepy crawlies and lots of laughs. STREAM NOW 2 of 22 The Nightmare Before Christmas (1993) Jack Skellington inhabits Halloweentown and Christmastown in this animated Tim Burton movie that's absolutely creepy any time of year. STREAM NOW 3 of 22 Beetlejuice (1988) A classic with an all-star
cast (Michael Keaton, Geena Davis, Winona Ryder, Catherine O'Hara) will make you laugh faster than you can say Beetlejuice, Beetlejuice, Beetlejuice! STREAM NOW 4 of 22 Monsters, Inc. (2001) Billy Crystal and John Goodman star as Mike and Sully, two of the best monsters in the scare factory that help a little
human who wanders into their world. STREAM NOW 5 by 22 Frankenweenie (2012) Sparky, a normal family dog, transforms into Frankenweenie through an extraordinary set of circumstances. This is a remake of a 1984 Tim Burton card of the same name. STREAM NOW 6 of 22 Casper (1995) Bill Pullman and
Christina Ricci star in this film about the friendliest ghosts, but this movie will still have you looking for things that go bump in the night. STREAM NOW 7 of 22 The Haunted Mansion (2003) Eddie Murphy stars in this film based on the theme park ride from Disneyland and the Magic Kingdom.STREAM NOW 8 of 22
Coraline (2009) This stop-motion movie stars Dakota Fanning in the title role as a young girl who finds a secret door in her home that takes her to an alternate world, with a parallel family and other other (Terry Hatcher). STREAM NOW 9 of 22 Tim Burton's Corpse Bride (2005) Master of horror Tim Burton takes you to a
creepy Land of the Dead inhabited by a zombie bride (voiced by Helena Bonham Carter). Johnny Depp plays Victor, the groom trying to find his way back to the Land of Living.STREAM NOW 10 of 22 Ghost Patrol (2016) Two children and their pet dog join forces to form ghost patrol and investigate a haunted house.
STREAM NOW 11 of 22 Ghostbusters (1984) Who ya are going to call? Harold Ramis, Dan Aykroyd, Bill Murray star in this classic comedy. Ghostbusters: Afterlife, set to go to cinemas in 2021, finds many of the original actors reprising their roles. STREAM NOW 13 of 22 Gremlins (1984) Gizmo and Stripe will take you
straight back to the 1980s. Don't forget: Never feed them after midnight! STREAM NOW 14 of 22 Jaws (1975) This one is best saved for older kids, but it's a must-see (especially if a trip to the beach isn't in your near future!). Nothing makes the heart pump like that theme song. STREAM NOW 15 of 22 Little Monsters
(1989) Brian (Fred Savage) confronts the creepy monsters under his bed and ends up making some new friends! STREAM NOW 16 of 22 Monster House (2006) The scary house on the block has taken on a personality of its own in this animated film. STREAM NOW 17 of 22 The Boxtrolls (2014) Orphan Eggs team up
with a new friend to save The Boxtrolls, box-shaped creatures living beneath the city, from extinction. STREAM NOW 18 of 22 The Goonies (1985) Kids of the 1980s will shout Hey you!, when this one comes on. A group of children find a treasure map and then set off on an unforgettable adventure. STREAM NOW 19 of
22 ParaNorman (2012) Norman can speak to the dead and must summon his skills to help his fellow citizens. STREAM NOW 20 of 22 The House with a clock in its walls (2018) Jack Black stars as a magician who unlocks the world of witches and wizards in a film based on a 1973 novel of the same name. STREAM
NOW 21 of 22 The Spiderwick Chronicles (2008) City-slicker twins move to the country and find a magical fantasy world. STREAM NOW 22 of 22 The Wizard of Oz (1939) You can't consider one of the most classic movies of all time to be scary, but who among us doesn't lose sleep over the flying monkeys? STREAM
NOW
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